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•  Introduced to solve strong CP  problem in QCD: 
•  why is n-EDM so small?  
•  Axions may also solve the Dark Matter problem 

http://earthsky.org/space/ 
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Sean Carroll’s blog"

•  …there is no DM, but we do not get gravity? 
•  Perhaps, not 



Dark Matter 

Dark matter is proof of physics beyond standard model 
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heavy particle vs. light scalar field 

(WIMPs) (axions) 

Search for single particle scattering   Large phase-space density 

Described as classical field a(t,x) 

Search for coherent effects of the  
entire field, not single hard-particle 

 scatterings 



Axion Dark Matter 
Misalignment production: 
   Early Universe: Field has some initial value è oscillations carry energy density è 

               natural dark matter 
   For QCD axion mass turns on at T ~ ΛQCD 

Preskill, Wise & Wilczek, Abott & Sikivie, Dine & Fischler 
(1983) 

Axion easily produces correct abundance 

Many experiments search for WIMPs, only a few (ADMX, ADMX-HF, CAPP) can search for axion DM 

Important to find new ways to detect axions 

Currently challenging to discover axions in much of parameter space 
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•  ΛQCD ~ 200 MeV 
•  Axion Decay Constant: fa  
•  GUT scale ~ 1016 GeV 
•  Planck Scale ~ 1019 GeV  “Natural” scales for fa"}"



Axion (ALP) Interactions 
Gravity  

+ 

Gauge Fields Fermions 
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QCD axion	

(CASPEr)	


Axion-like Particles 	

(CASPEr)	


Current	

Searches	


Maybe Axions; Maybe Alps         Only Axions!              Maybe Axions; Maybe Alps "



Constraints and Searches 
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Axion dark matter 

axion emission affects SN1987A, White Dwarfs, other astrophysical objects 
collider & laser experiments, ALPS, CAST 

γ 

B 

laser experiments: 

in most models: 

axion-photon conversion suppressed 

size of cavity increases with fa 

signal 

a 

γ 

B 
microwave cavity (ADMX, CAPP, ADMX-HF) 
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ADMX"
April 28, 2014"

Prof. Leslie Rosenberg"



CASPEr Overview 
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Axion (ALP) dark matter causes precession of nucleon spins 

SQUID 
pickup 
loop 

about local velocity of axion (ALP) or applied electric fields 

 Significant reach with existing technology 



CASPEr Overview 
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Key ideas: 

•  Axion (ALP) field oscillates 

•  at a frequency equal to its mass (kHz to GHz) 

•  è time varying CP-odd nuclear moments: 

•  nEDM, Schiff, … 

•  Also: axion wind (like a magnetic field) 

•  v ~ 10-3 c (virial velocity) 

•  Coherence time: ma
-1v2    è Q~106 



Operators for Axion (ALP) 
Detection with NMR 
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1. The QCD Axion 

2.  Axion Like Particles (ALPs) 



Axion Detection in CASPEr 

Strong CP problem: creates a nucleon EDM 

with 

axion gives all nucleons an oscillating EDM (kHz-GHz)  independent of fa, 
a non-derivative operator 

axion dark matter 

so today: independent of fa 

So how can we detect high fa axions? 
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the axion: creates a nucleon EDM 



NMR Technique 

SQUID 
pickup 
loop 

applied E field causes precession of nucleus 

SQUID measures resulting transverse magnetization 

Larmor frequency = axion mass ⟹ resonant enhancement 

high nuclear spin orientation achieved in several systems, persists for T1 ~ hours 

resonance ➜ scan over axion masses by changing Bext 
16"



Polar samples 

Transverse Magnetization Signal 

resonant enhancement limited by axion coherence time 

signal scales with large density: 

E.g. Material Choice 

Technology 
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nuclear magnetic moment	


Schiff suppression	


Electric field	


polarization fraction	


axion induced dipole moment	




Cosmic Axion Spin Precession Experiment 
(CASPEr) 

but atomic magnetometers ~ 

➜ we take SQUID magnetometer: take sample size: 

example material: 

many options for increasing sensitivity 
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(or multiple loops over smaller sample) 

M.V. Romalis 
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Verify signal with spatial coherence of axion field 



Axion (ALP) Wind 

SQUID 
pickup 
loop 

Similar to EDM experiment but no Schiff suppression, no E-field (polar crystal) 

use nuclear spins coupled to axion DM 

axion “wind” 

effects suppressed by v ~ 10-3 

makes a directional detector for axions (and gives annual modulation) 

also works for any other spin-coupled DM (e.g. dark photon) 21	




Foot in the Door of the Axion Wind 

Material Choice 

Parameters 
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Technology 



Cosmic Axion Spin Precession Experiment 
(CASPEr) 

take sample size: 

many options for increasing sensitivity 

for axion wind and other types of DM: 
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(or multiple loops over smaller sample) 







CASPEr now! 
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Magnetisch super-schirmender Raum (BMSR-2)"

Prof. Dr. Lutz Trahms"

129Xe"



Oscillating-EDM NMR 

Small, but with potential advantages over static EDM searches 

Easier to fight technical noise at high frequency 

Solid State NMR seems promising 

Long T2 with 
dynamic decoupling 

Large intrinsic fields 
in polar crystals Large spin density 

Relates to work on solid state static EDM searches 
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EDM enhancement 
Atoms Molecules F/E solids LXe 

High Z ✓
 ✓
 ✓
 ✓


High density ✓
 ✓


High 
polarization ✓
 ✓


High electric 
field ✓
 ✓


Long T2 ✓
 ✓


? 
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? 



129Xe in polar cages? 
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ongoing work: A. Pines, P. Blümler, S. Waldvogel 



Current experiments at Mainz	

Using NMR techniques, we measure T1 
relaxation time of hyperpolarized Xe 	


●  in gas form	


●  dissolved in water / other chemicals	


●  dissolved in water with cryptophane cages	


Dr. Peter Blümler 
with NMR probe"

Glass cell for 
samples"

Dr. Kathlynne Tullney 
with sample transport coil "

NMR apparatus"

Maria Simanovskaia"
next to Xe polarizing apparatus"

Is T1 long enough in cages to allow sufficient 
time for axion detection measurement?"
"



CASPEr Summary 
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microwave cavity (ADMX, …) 
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Axion dark matter 

astrophysical constraints 

CASPEr Discovery Potential 

“NMR” searches 

laboratory experiment 
 

significant reach in kHz - 10 MHz 
frequencies ➙ high fa 

GUT 

Planck 

technological challenges, 
similar to early stages of WIMP detection, 

axions deserve similar effort 
 

technology broadly useful for community 

axion dark matter is very well-motivated, no 
other way to search for light axions (high fa) 

would be both the discovery of dark matter and a glimpse 
into physics at very high energies 
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Another story: 
How would you know you went 
through a wall? 



Global 
Network of 
Optical 
Magnetometers for 

Exotic  
physics searches 

34 Prof. Derek F. Jackson Kimball 



ALPs may form domains 

But how to detect them? 
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n  Synchronized separated, shielded mags  
 
n  Detect pseudomagnetic field from wall crossing 

 
n  Modern atomic magnetometers are sensitive ! 

     <1 fT/Hz1/2 

n  Electron and nuclear spin based mags 

Correlated magnetometers… 



Search for exotic fields: GNOME 



n  Ultralight (ma~neV) axion-like fields forming   
     domain networks 

n  Wall thickness d ∼ 2/ma (~200 m) 
n  Domain size               consistent with Dark Energy 

density constraints  
n  We may be going through a wall every 10 y or so! 
n  Bottom line: GNOME is quite sensitive to such events!  



n  Current collaboration: Berkeley/Mainz, CSUEB, Krakow, 
members of the LIGO analysis team, M. Pospelov 

n  Future members: ANL, PU, BGU, UW, Oberlin, PTB… 
n  Test runs done and analyzed 
n  Hoping to see GNOME taking data in 2014! 
n  Also clocks! (A. Derevianko and M. Pospelov, 2014) 

Issue edited by: Klaus Blaum, Holger Müller, Nathal Severijns"



Z"

e	

e"

γ"

Weak  
interaction 

(violates parity) 

Electromagnetic 
 interaction 

(conserves parity) 

•   Main Source: Z exchange"

•  P-odd, T-even correlation"  σ
!"
⋅ "p



A B

Δ!3 MHz – 2 GHz 

transitions 
 in 5 isotopes 

Δ(t) 
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•  Is parity conserved by gravitation ?"
•  How to check? "
"(GDMs are T-odd,…) è centrifuge (EEP)"

•  Can we test gravity via APV ?"
•  Probably not…"
•  … but can look for exotic cosmic fields"
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !DM, DE, …!

 
σ
!"
⋅
"
Ω× "r( ) =σ!" ⋅ "v =σ!" ⋅ "p /m



From nuclear anapoles"

arXiv:1404.2723"



Another story: 
Dy-latons 



A B

Δ!3 MHz – 2 GHz 

transitions 
 in 5 isotopes 

Δ(t) 

dΔ/dt ~2.0 x 1015 Hz Ÿ

 V. Dzuba et al, Phys. Rev A 77, 012515 (2008) 

•  Limits on alpha variation"
•  Dependence on gravitational potential"
•  Lorentz-Invariance violation (for electrons)"
•  …"



N. Leefer " "M. Hohensee" "Alpha Variometer"











¨  Cosmic Axion Spin Precession Experiment   

¨  Global Network of Optical Magnetometers 
     for Exotic physics searches 

 
¨  Cosmic Atomic Parity Violation 
¨  Dilaton Search 



Light axions may solve all our problems…"

" " " " "… and we are looking for them!"

Thanks to Prof. G. Raffelt"


